Smart Regions Group ordinary business meeting
Action plan 2023-25

23.11.2022, Aberdeen
Focus Area 1; Smart Specialisation Strategies-Objectives

The Smart Regions Group is working to strengthen the capacity of NSC member regions to use S3 as a tool and coordinate resources across regions, as well as encourage the development of new co-operation projects.

What does it mean, concrete?

How do we operationalise it?

How to translate it into action to achieve a balanced and rewarding collaboration among regions, including new cooperation projects?

What is your region interested in?
Focus Area 1; Smart Specialisation Strategies

Action Plan Smart Specialization Strategies 2022

- Meetings & events
- Mapping & reports
- Policy positions
- Projects
- External cooperation

How to organise and select activities in 2023?
All activities should create added value for the NSR and ultimately lead to concrete actions, individually or collaborative – Impact!
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Meeting & events
- Internal
- Study visits
- EMD workshop

Monitoring
- Topics?
- Identifying opportunities
- Best practice

Projects
- Establishing project group
- Project development

External cooperation
- EUSBSR
- BSSSR
- ERRIN

Policy position
- Briefings
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